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Cashewinformation Market Review 

 

Vietnam 

 

 Vietnam cashew kernel exports fell to the lowest since April 2021. 

 Vietnam cashew kernel exports in the month of August-2021 came in at 

47,089 tons with value being USD 312,374,999 (USD 6634 per ton). This 

is as against 46,853 tons exported during Aug-2020 with value being USD 

274,283,745 (USD 5854 per ton). 

 In the first eight months of 2021, cashew kernel exports totalled 375,400 

tons with value being USD 2.31 billion (USD 6162 per ton). 

 This is as against 313,270 tons of cashew kernel exported during the 

same duration in 2020 with overall value being USD 2 billion (USD 6395 

per ton). 

 Exports declined due to covid pandemic, which has led to processors not 

operating their full capacity and on restrictions imposed by the 

government of Vietnam to control the spread of pandemic.    

 Vietnam capital Hanoi will further ease its restrictions from this week as 

new corona cases were on a decline, said the government. In contrast, the 

main port city Ho Chi Minh City wherein the lockdown further extended 

until the end of this month, as the pandemic is still not under control. 

 The overall cashew market sentiment is still weak with extension of 

lockdown in Ho Chi Minh City, the key port city from where in bulk of the 

exports are happening. Kernel price for wholes is a bit down, while prices 

for broken/pieces continued to remain firm. 

 Cashew kernel processing capacity is reduced considerably as processing 

was not able to operate at its normal capacity as Vietnam is still under 

lockdown and factories have to adhere to social distancing norms and 

other SOPs mandated by their government to control the spread of covid. 

 Vietnam imports of RCN in the first eight months of 2021 have totalled 

2,253,314 tons with value being USD 3.32 billion (USD 1474 per ton) as 

per preliminary reports subject to final confirmation.  

 The prevailing market price for RCN offered as follows. Big traders may 

offer discounts in price if buyers are willing to commit purchasing in bulk 

quantities. 

 IVC for 48 lbs /200 nut count at USD 1370/1400 per ton, CNF, HCMC 

 Guinea Bissau 53 lbs /220 nut count at USD 1555/160 per ton 

 Indonesia 53 lbs/200 nut count at USD 1550/1560 per ton.  

 Cashew kernel prices is given below as follows: FOB USD per lb, HCMC 

 W180: 4.00-4.10 

 W210: 3.80-3.95 

 W240: 3.25-3.50 

 W320: 2.97-3.30 

 W450: 2.85-3.10 
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 WS: 2.45-2.55 

 LP: 2.00-2.20 

 SP: 1.20-1.40  

 The shipping rates from ex HCM to Europe quoted around 7600-7900 

usd/fcl 20’ for September to October first week. 

 

India 

 

 In India, the covid cases are well under control in the vast majority of the 

states except Kerala, where the cases are substantially higher. During the 

first part of the season, the cashew demand was good. In the second part 

of season, October-November (Diwali sales) demand is likely to be very 

good as most of the corporate gifts during this Diwali season may replace 

sweet boxes with dry fruits as gifting to employers as a healthy-

immunities booster amid covid. 

 Recently almond prices have gone up due to delay in shipment from 

California and a ban by Afghanistan on exports into India. Therefore, 

Indian importers have to spend more on shipment by alternate routes. 

This may result in more weightage is likely to be given to cashews in dry 

fruits corporate gifting segment during this Diwali festival in the month of 

November. 

 After a couple of weeks of pause in demand, there are signs of revival in 

demand for the second part of the festival season. Broken demands 

continue to rule well, while whole cashew demand is expected to improve 

in the next one-week or so.   

 In Mangalore region, markets are slowly showing some signs of revival. 

This week is critical, as some demand, revival is very necessary in view of 

the festival season ahead. Broken grades are in excellent demand and 

only looking up. Therefore, we strongly feel that markets for whole grades 

also will improve in the next 10 days. 

 India’s RCN import data in July has totalled 116,326 tons with avg. price 

being USD 1194 per ton. This is as against 115,028 tons imported during 

the same period in 2020 (average USD 1076 per ton). 

 

Country-wise Indian RCN Import data July-2021 

 

Country Quantity (Tons) Value INR Million USD Million AVG price per ton 

Benin 43,685 4,010 53.81 1,232 

Cote d' Ivoire 21,303 1,876 25.18 1,182 

Guinea 11,194 906 12.16 1,086 

Togo 9,063 788 10.58 1,167 

Nigeria 8,365 713 9.57 1,143 

Ghana 6,941 609 8.17 1,177 

U Arab Emts 6,903 601 8.06 1,168 

Gambia 3,030 318 4.27 1,409 
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Country Quantity (Tons) Value INR Million USD Million AVG price per ton 

Burkina Faso 3,413 290 3.90 1,142 

Others 2,429 240 3.22 1,326 

Total 1,16,326 10,352 138.90 1,194 

 

 India’s cashew kernel exports in the month of July have totalled 4,586 

tons with avg. value being USD 7802 per ton. This is as against         

4,847 tons exported during the same period in 2020 (average USD 7,840 

per ton). 

 
Country-wise Indian Cashew Kernel Export Data July-2021 

 

Country Quantity (Tons) Value INR Million USD Million AVG price per ton 

U Arab Emts 1,198 704 9.44 7,881 

Japan 793 471 6.32 7,974 

Netherland 567 312 4.18 7,372 

U S A 328 188 2.52 7,680 

Spain 255 170 2.28 8,957 

Saudi Arab 199 116 1.55 7,810 

Germany 163 95 1.27 7,789 

Qatar 114 67 0.89 7,843 

Singapore 102 62 0.83 8,146 

Others 867 483 6.48 7,476 

Total 4,586 2,666 35.78 7,802 
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CASHEW MARKET  

COMMENTARIES FROM EXPERTS 

 

Concerns on Covid18 in Vietnam, freight costs, slow transit times and container 

availability continue to weigh heavily on the market as we enter the high 

consumption season in the three major markets, India, USA and the EU. The 

problems are not limited to the origins as container vessels are moored in the 

roads of US ports awaiting berths and containers are discharged elsewhere 

according to shipping convenience rather than buyers’ instructions. Statements 

from lines suggesting that rates will not be further increased are of little comfort 

in a market where prices are ten times what they were two years ago. These 

factors are unlikely to change until 2022 and may change the supply chain or at 

least the way it has managed forever. 

  

There are few beneficiaries of this situation. West African cashew processors are 

however making sales at significant premiums to the prices available in Vietnam 

as prices trade at US$0.20-0.25/lb over FOB Vietnam for WW320. Even this 

premium barely reflects the freight cost saving for buyers not to mention the 

shorter transit times. RCN inventory holders in Vietnam may also be benefitting 

from slower shipments from Africa as Vietnams cashew kernels exports remain 

at record levels albeit there appeared to be a slowdown in July/August. 

  

According to Vietnam's official import figures, the country should be awash with 

RCN. It is not. Speculative long holders continue to keep the RCN market steady 

despite a kernels market that is stuck in neutral for now. We will learn more 

from Vietnamese buyers’ activity in Tanzania in October. The international 

market seems to have taken little notice of Vietnam's huge import increase from 

Cambodia. The West African season was quite successful given the restrictions 

of the pandemic and farm gate prices were better than in either of the past two 

years. 

  

Cashew kernels demand remains on an uptrend. Kernels import to the US 

market is similar to 2020. European imports are very slightly down when 

compared to last year. Both are well ahead of 2019 figures. Indian demand is 

good. RCN imports seem to reflect that. However, once the busy season packing 

is complete it would not be surprising if kernels buyers in the US and EU limited 

their new purchases to the bare necessities until the freight position eases. FOB 

prices for grades like WW320 are very workable but add a 20-25 cents/lb freight 

cost on top and prices may be at the edge of buyers “buy or wait” calculation. 

  

Southern hemisphere crop prospects are mixed. The disappointing prospects in 

Brazil were reported here last week. The Tanzanian season is starting. The crop 

is reported as a “target” rather than an estimate at 280,000 tonnes – maybe 

forecasters are anxious to avoid the mistakes of 2020. New measures to share 
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the cost of the distribution of inputs and appeals to distributors’ patriotism 

might be taken to suggest that inputs did not work well this year. It could mean 

that the crop will be lower than hoped for. Perhaps, it is time to stop tinkering 

and do a full system rebuild instead. 

  

In my view, on what we know now, the market may see out the rest of the year 

in a relatively stable pattern. Forward buyers should be met by willing sellers 

from Vietnam in the hope that the Covid19 restrictions will be lifted. Do not be 

short of spot or prompt shipment kernels as shortages may emerge. The 

pandemic could still change everything – a spread to other parts of Vietnam, a 

new wave in India and this is far from over.   

 

Source: James Fitzpatrick, Ingredient Sourcing Solutions 

   
 

Cashew Nut Kernels 

Prices for cashew nut kernels are more or less stable. The expectation was that 

prices would increase because of restrictions in processing in Vietnam due to 

COVID and the increase in freight rates. So far it looks like there is reasonable 

balance in afloat/spot available product and demand although we are 

experiencing a bit more demand for immediate deliveries over the past days. 

RCN supply looks to be OK although we keep our question mark on the recorded 

and reported supply from Cambodia to Vietnam as the increase vs. 2020 season 

is beyond one’s belief. Should the volume be down sized, the balance tips and 

then it is hard to see clearly, where the market will go then. 

It will be very interesting to keep a close look at the crop development in the 

Southern Hemisphere in the coming months, as this will be the driver for Q2, 

2022 prices onwards. 

Source: Kees Blokland, Global Trading & Agency, the Netherlands 

 

News Update  

 

Tanzania---How cashew buyers will fund crop's development 

 

Buyers of cashew nuts could contribute up to Sh30 billion to the development of 

the crop in Tanzania if the goal of producing 280,000 tonnes of the nuts this 

year will be realised. 

Buyers agreed at a stakeholders’ meeting in Mtwara late last month to pay 

Sh110 per kilogramme of the cashew nuts they buy as their contribution to 

developing the crop ready for the 2021/22 trading season. 
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According to the new rules and regulations governing the business, the pledged 

payment is over and above the Sh64.48 per kilogramme contributed as gunny 

packaging charges; Sh38 payable as storage charges, and $160 per tonne of 

nuts– or 15 percent – as an export levy payable to the Tanzania Revenue 

Authority (TRA) on free-on-board (f.o.b.) value, whichever is the higher. 

For its part, the government will contribute Sh110 per kilogramme. Earlier on, 

cashew nut farmers for the provision of subsidized agricultural inputs paid this. 

This change in the obligation to pay the subsidy starts this trading season. 

The Cashewnut Board of Tanzania (CBT) released the rules and conditions of 

cashew nut sales for the 2021/22 crop shortly after the launching of the 

2021/22 trading season, whose formal auctions scheduled to commence on 

September 24. 

The CBT acting director general, Mr Francis Alfred, told The Citizen in a 

telephone interview that the arrangements for funding sustainability of cashew 

nuts production in the country officially agreed to by the respective players in 

the business. 

“Buyers agreed during our meeting that they would pay Sh110 per kilogramme 

as their contribution to the procurement of agricultural inputs. Also, the 

government would pay a similar amount – doing so for and on behalf of farmers,” 

Mr Alfred explained. 

He stressed that the amount should not be confused with the crop’s export levy 

that will continue to be collected at the place of export. 

According to him, CBT is in the process of compiling the costs incurred by the 

government this farming season in preparations to subsidise inputs for cashew 

nut farmers. 

This season, the government distributed agricultural inputs free of charge to the 

farmers, he said – adding that CBT is confident that the projected harvest of 

280,000 tonnes of cashew nuts will be attained, as “the situation in most 

growing areas for the new season is most promising.” 

For example, preparations for the new farming season are going on well, while 

about 78 percent of the required packaging materials (gunny sacks) have already 

been distributed to the cashew-growing areas. 

“About 3.5 million sacks are required for the packaging of 280,000 tonnes of the 

projected harvests. Already, 2.75 million sacks – enough to package about 

216,000 tonnes of the crop –have been distributed to different Cooperative 

Unions for onward distribution to their respective Agricultural Marketing 

Cooperative Societies (Amcos),” Mr Alfred revealed. 
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“We are closely cooperating with the Mtwara Port officials to coordinate export 

preparations – and, apparently, they are able and ready to handle the produce 

for export,” he said. 

The Ndanda Parliamentary Constituency legislator Cecil Mwambe had earlier 

said that the Sh220-per-kilogramme charge was to be equally paid by buyers 

and farmers. 

“We (MPs) rejected the setup because the Sh210 billion that was in the Cashew 

Nut Industry Development Trust Fund (CIDTF) wasn’t refunded to the cashew 

farmers. Instead, the government accepted to carry the Sh110-per-kilogramme 

burden instead of the farmers,” he said. 

“However, during the stakeholders’ meeting in Mtwara, we reminded the 

government on the need to refund the Sh210 billion to farmers – which they 

promised to, work on.” 

For his part, Lulindi MP Issa Mchungahela urged the government to work on the 

challenges recorded during the distribution of subsidized agricultural inputs to 

farmers this farming season. 

He named the challenges as supplier’s delay to distribute inputs to the 

Cooperative Union and the Amcos, as well as the need to cement their 

commitment in the supply of inputs to farmers on a sustainable basis. 

According to Mr Mchungahela, there were complaints that unscrupulous leaders 

of the Cooperative Union and Amcos diverted some of the agricultural inputs. 

“Suppliers’ trust and patriotism should be improved instead of them focusing on 

huge profits. This problem also led to the supply of low-quality inputs in some 

places,” he said. 

The government disbanded the CIDTF on December 21, 2016, and shifted its 

mandate to CBT. 

Source: https://www.thecitizen.co.tz/tanzania/news/how-cashew-buyers-

will-fund-crop-s-development-3551292 

https://www.thecitizen.co.tz/tanzania/news/how-cashew-buyers-will-fund-crop-s-development-3551292
https://www.thecitizen.co.tz/tanzania/news/how-cashew-buyers-will-fund-crop-s-development-3551292
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Other Nuts Market  

 

The Indian market as of September 18th 2021 has regained its lost ground. In 

the three weeks sentiments are limping back to positivity in shells though kernel 

prices still remain depressed especially the NPX Kernel loads imported from UAE 

due to quality concerns. 

  

Market Status:  

FAQ NP Kernels INR 780-800/Kg 

NPIS-70% SS basis INR 22500 and 23000/40 Kg (eq.$2.68-$2.75/Lbs) 

Independence Inshells INR 19000-19500/40 kg (eq. $2.22-2.28/lbs) 

 

                                                               

 

The markets traded and closed for the 

week in the range of INR 22,500 and 

23,000/40 Kg (equivalent to $ 2.68-

2.75/lbs of origin prices) with FAQ 

Kernels traded at INR 780-800/kg. 

  

Independence in shells remained stable 

and were quoted at INR 19000-19500/40 

Kg, equivalent to $2.22-2.28/lbs of origin 

prices. While that of Indy Kernel's fell to 

INR 700-720/Kg. 

 

California handlers quoted and traded NPIS at $2.25 CIF Basis with major co-

operative BDG traded at 2.32-2.35 $/lbs on CIF Basis for October-November 

shipments. Independence in shell's were being quoted at US$ 2.0 on FAS Basis 

with little interest from the buyers who have been looking at 25-30 cents/lbs 

discounts on IIS. The market seems to be at its bottom for shells and would 

remain stable till it rains in California. 
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The markets should expect buying support from next week onwards for the 

festival season for 2021 and in my opinion the demand should be better than 

2020 with corporate gifting back with a drastic fall in Corona positive cases. The 

Government of India under the leadership of PM Mr Narendra Modi has created 

a history on Vaccination drive. This should help in a V shaped economic 

recovery with consumers spending being higher during the festival season.  

 

Source: Ravindra Mehta, IFNO, New Delhi – India 

 

International Prices of Nuts  

 

Table-1: Cashew Kernel FOB prices: India and Vietnam  
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Table-2: African Cashew Kernel Price (Estimated for the first half of 

September-2021) 

 

Grade Description Grade 
W1-W2 September, 2021 

Price/Lbs (L) Price/Lbs (H) 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 210 W-210 4.05 4.20 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 240 W-240 3.65 3.75 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 320 W-320 3.50 3.63 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 450 W-450 3.00 3.15 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 210 SW-210 3.25 3.40 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 240 SW-240 3.10 3.30 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 320 SW-320 2.90 3.15 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 450 SW-450 2.75 2.90 

FIRST BUTTS/ WHITE BUTTS FB/WB 2.50 2.60 

FIRST SPLITS/ WHITE SPLITS FS/WS 2.55 2.70 

LARGE WHITE PIECES LWP 2.00 2.30 

SMALL WHITE PIECES SWP 1.55 1.70 

CHIPPS CH 1.00 1.30 

BABY BITS BB 0.95 1.05 

SCORCHED BUTTS SB 2.00 2.10 

SCORCHED SPLITS SS 2.00 2.20 

SCORCHED PIECES SP 1.50 1.65 

 

Domestic Prices of Nuts 

 

Table-3: Cashew Kernel: India spot prices in production centers as on 

09/20/2021 in INR/kg 

 

Grades Mangalore 

(Karnataka) 

Kollam 

(Kerala) 

Panruti 

(TN) 

Vetapalem 

(AP) 

Goa Gujarat Jeypore-

Odisha 

Ganjam- 

Odisha 

W180 1150 970 - - 1100 1150 900 - 

W210 950 882 - 950 950 930 820 820 

W240 825 705 730 800 800 800 740 720 

W320 690 639 630 700 720 700 680 680 

W400 640 - - - 650 - 630 620 

W450 - 617 610 - 630 600 - - 

W1 - - - - 660 - - - 

S180 - - - - 900 - - - 

S210 - - - - 820 - - - 

S240 - - - - 780 700 690 - 

S - 655 670 - 600 - - - 

LWP 600/615 617     590 560 550 599 - 550 

SWP 480/500 - 490 400 480 480 450 470 

K 625/635 - - 600 580      615 600 - 
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Grades Mangalore 

(Karnataka) 

Kollam 

(Kerala) 

Panruti 

(TN) 

Vetapalem 

(AP) 

Goa Gujarat Jeypore-

Odisha 

Ganjam- 

Odisha 

JH 680/700 - - 700 640 - 590 600 

SSW - - - - 550 - - - 

BB - 573 - - 300 320 280 - 

JK/JB 650/670 - - - 580  570 560 

SW - - 560 - 640 - 540 - 

 

Note:  Above quoted prices are with tax and tin packing. Panruti, Mangalore and Gujarat 

prices are without tax 

 

Prices of Nuts in Other Indian Markets  

 

Table-4: Cashew Kernel-India spot prices at terminal markets as on   

09/20/2021 in INR/kg  

 

Grades Mumbai 
Kolhapur 

(Maharashtra) 

W180 1150 1190 

W210 950 940 

W240 830 815 

W320 730 715 

LWP 640 595 

SWP 590 450 

JH/S 720 640 

BB 255 210 

 

CNSL Market Updates  

 

Table-5: CNSL Market Update by Santhosh Silva, Karnataka (Sep 20, 2021) 

 

Market CNSL Cake Shells 

(INR / Kg) 

Mangalore 28.00 5.00 7.50 

 
 

Cashew shelling is at lowest and the cashew kernels especially the wholes are 

not moving; therefore, cashew shell price have gone up to INR 8.50 per kg, 

cashew cake has moved up to INR 4.70 per kg and cake is quoted around INR 

27.5-28 per kg. 

 

Source: Om Prakash Phadnis, Panruti-Tamilnadu  
 

 

 

Currency Impact  
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Table-6: Currency Movement - FOREX Rates  

  

Currency 09-10-2021 09-17-2021 
Wk-on-Wk  

% Change 

Indian Rupee (INR)  73.42 73.49 0.10 

Euro (EUR) 1.18 1.17 -0.85 

Japanese Yen (JPY) 109.93 110.00 0.06 

Brazilian Real (BRL) 5.24 5.29 0.95 

Chinese Yuan (CNY) 6.44 6.47 0.47 

Singapore Dollar (SGD) 1.34 1.35 0.75 

Tanzanian Shilling (TZS) 2313 2319 0.26 

Thai Baht (THB) 32.70 33.35 1.99 

Mozambique New Metical (MZN) 64.07 64.09 0.03 

Vietnam Dong (VND) 22757 22771.50 0.06 

Indonesian Rupiah (IDR) 14200 14227.50 0.19 

West African Franc (XOF) 551.79 551.81 0.00 

Ghanaian New Cedi (GHS) 6.04 5.98 -0.99 

EURO West African Franc 651.83 654.00 0.33 

  

 

Symbol  Support S1 S2 Resistance (R1) R2 

USDINR 73.35 72.90 73.95 74.35 

EURXOF 649 644 658 665 

EURUSD 1.16 1.15 1.19 1.20 

  
 

Indian rupee may come under pressure, all eyes on US FOMC meet amid 

tapering fears       

                

 Indian rupee last week traded in the region of 73.78 and 73.33 and finally 

settled the week at 73.49 against the dollar on Sep 17. 

 As we rightly pointed out rupee has depreciated swiftly from the last week 

low of 72.90.  

 Rupee stays firm on sustained FII inflows in to the market as well as 

broader weakness in USD. 

 Now all eyes on FOMC meet during this week amid tapering fears, rising 

crude oil prices and in general rise in overall imports and some sort of 

profit booking in local equities, one can fairly assume that rupee may 

come under pressure in the near term.            

 Overall, one can foresee rupee to trade in the broader region of 73.00 and 

74.30 going forward.  

  

 

EUR/USD 
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EUR is likely to retest 1.16, further move to depend on key policy makers 

meet during the week    

 

 EUR last week traded in the region of 1.1846 and 1.1721 and settled the 

week at 1.1725 as on Sep 17. 

 The EUR after having hit the lowest since Nov-2020 has rebounded 

swiftly, but failed to maintain the momentum signalling further weakness 

and could retest Nov-2020 low of 1.16 in the near term. 

 This week’s meetings of monetary policy makers at the US Federal 

Reserve, the Bank of England and the Bank of Japan and their decision 

will determine the next course of currency movement and other markets 

in general. 

 Moreover, all eyes will be on the coming Sunday’s German federal 

election.      

 Going forward EUR may stay in the broader region of 1.16 and 1.20 

against the USD.     
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REACH OUT TO 

GLOBAL CASHEW INDUSTRY 

ADVERTISE IN 

CASHEW WEEKLY NEWSLETTER and 

WWW.CASHEWINFORMATION.COM 

For Advertisement in Cashew Weekly Newsletter 

And  

Banner Space on www.cashewinformation.com 

CONTACT: swapna@eventellglobal.com 

 

 
Disclaimer: The data and information presented in this report are based on efforts of analysts at 

cashewinformation.com, Bangalore and opinions and data obtained from experts and various 

industry sources. While sufficient care has been taken to check data and information prior to 

publishing, Cashewinformation.com or its employees or external contributors will not be 

responsible for any kind of errors or omissions or misrepresentation of data or for losses incurred 

by any party either directly or indirectly based on the information published herein. 

 

Caution to Readers 

Although paid advertisements appear in this publication (in print, online, or in other electronic 

formats), Cashewinformation.com does not endorse the advertised product, service, or company, or 

any of the claims made by the advertisement. Readers are encouraged to do the necessary due 

diligence. However, in the interest of the industry, please share your concerns, if any, by writing to 

us at newsletter@cashewinformation.com or content@cashewinformation.com 

 content@cashewinformation.com 
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